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Abstract: Increasing demand to strengthen energy security has increased the importance of natural
gas sweetening and biogas upgrading processes. Membrane-based separation of carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4) is a relatively newer technology, which offers several competitive advantages,
such as higher energy-efficiency and cost-effectiveness, over conventional technologies. Recently,
the use of graphene-based materials to elevate the performance of polymeric membranes have
attracted immense attention. Herein, we do not seek to provide the reader with a comprehensive
review of this topic but rather highlight the key challenges and our perspectives going ahead.
We approach the topic by evaluating three mainstream membrane designs using graphene-based
materials: (1) nanoporous single-layer graphene, (2) few- to multi-layered graphene-based stacked
laminates, and (3) mixed-matrix membranes. At present, each design faces different challenges,
including low scalability, high production cost, limited performance enhancement, and the lack of
robust techno-economic review and systematic membrane design optimization. To help address these
challenges, we have mapped out a technology landscape of the current graphene-based membrane
research based on the separation performance enhancement, commercial viability, and production
cost. Accordingly, we contend that future efforts devoted to advancing graphene-based membranes
must be matched by progress in these strategic areas so as to realize practical and commercially
relevant graphene-based membranes for CO2/CH4 separation and beyond.

Keywords: graphene-based material; CO2 separation; mixed-matrix membrane; Findex; Robeson upper
bound; graphene-based laminate; single-layer graphene

1. Introduction

The strong demand for energy to meet the increasing population and economic growth has
motivated a shift towards alternative energy resources to supplement the depleting conventional
fossil fuels [1]. Such a change is also driven by the escalating environmental and public health issues
associated with the anthropogenic climate change [2,3]. As a result, methane gas (CH4) attracts
an immense amount of attention as it is a relatively cleaner form of fuel with a lower carbon per
unit energy as compared to other fossil fuels. Moreover, there is an abundant amount of CH4 in the
form of natural gas, and sustainable supplies of biogas also make CH4 a good choice of renewable
energy [4,5]. Typically, natural gas and biogas can contain up to 90% CH4 with up to 50% carbon
dioxide gas (CO2) [4]. To increase the calorific value and marketability of natural gas and biogas,
there is a need to sweeten and enrich the amount of CH4 in them. CO2/CH4 separation, therefore,
becomes an important application.
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Conventionally, CO2/CH4 separation has been carried out using chemical and water scrubbing,
adsorption processes and cryogenic distillation [6]. Membrane-based CO2/CH4 separation is a relatively
newer technology which boasts higher energy-efficiency and cost-effectiveness, as well as a more robust
design with a smaller plant footprint [5,7]. Hence, membrane separation is a promising technology to
realize high-performance CO2/CH4 separation. To achieve this vision, advanced membranes using
state-of-the-art materials are necessary [8]. Recently, graphene-based materials have been showcased
as an attractive material for membrane preparation, owing to their two-dimensional (2D) morphology
and tunable physicochemical properties [9]. In particular, the monoatomic thickness of graphene-based
materials gives theoretically the lowest transport resistance possible of a membrane [10] and their rich
chemistry enables tailorable chemical functionalization to suit the needs of different membrane-based
applications [9,11]. Among the different graphene-based materials exploited thus far, graphene
oxide (GO) shows exceptional hydrophilicity, as well as water solubility [12]. Thus, the competitive
advantage of GO lies in its solution processability, which allows easy processing into continuous
films [13], and seamless integration with existing membrane fabrication techniques [11]. For this
reason, GO garners widespread attention from the membrane community and is one of the most
extensively used graphene-based materials for designing membranes to date.

In this paper, we do not seek to furnish the reader with a comprehensive overview of graphene-
based membranes for CO2/CH4 separation since several high-quality reviews are already available
in the literature [9,11,14–18]. Rather, we aim to arouse awareness of various challenges faced by
current graphene-based membranes for CO2/CH4 separation. By doing so, we hope to kindle the
interest of researchers by sharing solution-oriented perspectives that can potentially put together
effective strategies for resolving these challenges. As such, we initiate our discussion from three
mainstream graphene-based membrane designs, namely, (1) nanoporous single-layer graphene;
(2) few- to multi-layer graphene-based stacked laminate and (3) mixed-matrix membrane (Figure 1).
We first present a brief review summarizing the current progress to help the reader grasps the
essential background of this research field, before proceeding to focus on several key challenges
for each membrane design. The discussion then closes off with useful insights from positive
implementation in practice or problem-solving strategies that can be prospective solutions to
help advance graphene-based membranes for CO2/CH4 separation. Beyond CO2/CH4 separation,
these insights are also of relevance to a wider community with interests in other gas separation and
water treatment applications.

Figure 1. Three mainstream graphene-based membrane designs, namely, (a) nanoporous single-layer
graphene, (b) few- to multi-layer stacked laminate, and (c) mixed-matrix membrane, which is the focus
of this article.

2. Nanoporous Singe-Layer Graphene

A defect-free single-layer graphene nanosheet is impermeable to gas molecules [19,20]. To enable
single-layer graphene as a membrane, there is a need to generate nanopores of optimized pore size for
separation by a molecular sieving mechanism. The kinetic diameters of CO2 and CH4 molecules are 3.30
and 3.82 Å, respectively [5]. In this context, therefore, it implies that the ideal pore size of single-layer
graphene membrane should be between these kinetic diameters so that CO2 molecules are allowed to
permeate through, while the CH4 molecules are retained. There are several etching techniques used to
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generate nanopores on single-layer graphene nanosheet to date, including ion bombardment followed
by chemical oxidation [21], focus-ion beam (FIB) patterning [10], gold nanoparticle deposition followed
by oxidation [22], oxygen plasma [23] with ozone etching [24], and ultraviolet-induced oxidative
treatment [25]. Each method utilizes etching to first create defects on the pristine single-layer graphene
which can then be aggravated into nanopores. There appears no systematic control over the pores
sizes by using different techniques. For example, Koenig et al. generated subnanometer pores of
size 3.4 to 5 Å using ultraviolet-induced oxidative treatment to obtain high ideal CO2/CH4 selectivity
at 9.0 × 103 [25]. Celebi et al. used an FIB patterning method to create pores that were in the range
of 7.6 to 1000 nm, which showed the highest H2/CO2 mixed gas selectivity of 3.4 using the graphene
membrane containing 7.6 nm pores [10].

2.1. Challenges

The greatest advantage of nanoporous single-layer graphene lies in the monoatomic thickness,
which conceptually exerts the lowest membrane resistance and possesses the greatest potential for
achieving high CO2 permeability [10]. However, freestanding nanoporous single-layer graphene
is not capable of serving as a functional membrane owing to its insufficient mechanical properties.
Apart from that, nanoporous single-layer graphene membranes are not readily scalable. Single-layer
graphene is normally produced by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method with a surface area that
is too small [11]. Furthermore, pore generation using the aforementioned techniques remain difficult
to control, making uniform pore size generation and narrow pore size distribution not easily realizable.
To enable nanoporous single-layer graphene as a functional membrane, the most feasible approach is to
adopt a composite membrane design where the single-layer graphene layer first undergoes treatment
to form nanopores before transferring to the top of a porous polymer substrate as the selective layer
(Figure 2a). In this regard, large-scale and defect-free transfer of the nanoporous single-layer graphene
onto the polymer substrate is yet another challenge to consider.

2.2. Perspectives

Ensuring a uniform pore size generation and narrow pore size distribution appears to be the
bottleneck towards synthesizing functional nanoporous single-layer graphene membrane for CO2/CH4

separation. This is because all the etching techniques that have been developed so far occur in a random
manner with no means to provide atomic-level control of where the etching takes place. Hence, future
research direction should gear towards finding more controllable means of creating nanopores on
single-layer graphene. Alternatively, rather than a top-down effort, a bottom-up approach can also be
used to generate uniform nanopores through structural manipulations. For example, it is possible to
synthesize graphene-like nanosheets, such as graphyne and graphdiyne materials, for gas separation
applications [26]. Graphyne and graphdiyne are carbon allotropes comprising both hexagonal rings
and acetylenic linkages made up of sp- and sp2-hybridized carbon atoms [27]. Like graphene-based
materials, they possess a 2D morphological network. Yet, the key attribute is not in the 2D network
but their uniformly distributed pores (Figure 2b,c), which is something lacking in pristine graphene
nanosheets [27,28]. Owing to these intrinsic pores, γ-graphdiyne is regarded as highly attractive as it
has been shown through molecular dynamic simulations to possess gas separation properties that are
way better than graphene [28,29]. However, one potential trade-off is the challenge in synthesizing
monolayer highly-crystalline γ-graphdiyne with a reasonably large surface area for evaluation by
gas separation microdevices. This feat is to date more challenging to achieve than single-layer
graphene, especially since the growth mechanism of graphyne and graphdiyne materials has yet to be
fully understood [28].
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic showing a general approach to synthesizing nanoporous single-layer nanocomposite
graphene membrane. Chemical structures of (b) γ- and (c) β-graphdiyne. (d) A typical roll-to-roll-based
production of large-area single-layer graphene on a target substrate. Adapted from Reference [30]. (e) A typical
large-area single-layer graphene transfer using a hot-roll laminate: (1) copper foil oxidized in deionized
water for overnight, (2) the oxidized foil laminated with a commercial polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) film using
a hot-roll laminator, (3) the PVA film mechanically delaminated from the copper foil after baking at 110 ◦C,
and (4) the ensuing large-area single-layer graphene transferred on the PVA film. Adapted from Reference [31].
Creative Commons license CC BY 4.0.

Comparatively, the progress made in large-scale synthesis and defect-free transfer of single-layer
graphene appears to show greater promise. Roll-to-roll-based production of graphene synthesis
and transfer had already been demonstrated, which was able to give up to 30-inch of high-quality
single-layer graphene film on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate (Figure 2d) [30]. Recently,
nondestructive large-area single-layer graphene transfer had also advanced to a stage where it can
be done using a simple hot-roll laminator, making the overall transfer more effective, less complex,
and easily adoptable for industrial applications (Figure 2e) [31]. Still, the question remains on how to
incorporate the prior steps of defects and grain boundary sealing and nanopores generation before
this graphene transfer step (Figure 2a) to realize a single and continuous line that is more suited for
industrial production.
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3. Few- to Multi-Layer Graphene-Based Stacked Laminates

Relative to the single-layer graphene membrane, the few- to multi-layer stacked graphene-based
laminates, with more than one layer of nanosheet, can easily form a continuous film. The requirement on
the quality and integrity of the nanosheets is, therefore, less stringent for this type of membrane design.
Hence, there is no need for an elaborated bottom-up CVD synthesis to obtain high-quality graphene.
Instead, membranes with few- to multi-layer stacked graphene-based laminates are usually prepared
from a top-down approach, mostly using graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets that are derived from the
oxidation of graphite. GO nanosheets are by far the most commonly used graphene-based material
for preparing stacked laminates, owing to their facile synthesis and rich surface chemistry arising
from oxygen-containing functional groups, such as the hydroxyl, carboxyl, and epoxy groups [5,9].
More importantly, GO nanosheets are highly water-soluble, making them solution processable and easy
for membrane fabrications [11]. To date, GO-based stacked laminates are generally fabricated from
a myriad of techniques, such as vacuum-assisted filtration [32,33], pressure-assisted filtration [13,34],
spin-coating [35,36], spray-coating [37], dip-coating [12], shear-alignment [38], and layer-by-layer
(LbL) techniques [39].

GO-based stacked laminates can range from a thickness of 1.8 nm (~3 layers of GO nanosheets) to
several micrometers (multi-layered) [13,32]. The ideal thickness of the laminates depends on the gas pairs
to be separated and the target applications. For example, Li et al. prepared an ultrathin GO laminated
membrane of 1.8 nm in thickness for selective hydrogen separation. The study, however, demonstrated
a rather anomalous result where CO2 permeance was reportedly lower than that of CH4, making the
membrane irrelevant for CO2/CH4 separation [32]. In another work, Kim et al. synthesized a slightly
thicker membrane at ~3 nm for CO2 separation. The results showed CO2 as the more permeable gas with
an intrinsic permeability of ~8500 barrer and CO2/CH4 selectivity of ~10 [36]. As the thickness continues to
increase to the micrometer scale, GO laminates also evolve from a selective membrane into a gas-diffusion
barrier where O2 permeability can even reach lower than 0.01 barrer [19]. Such gas-diffusion barriers
usually find applications in food packaging and electronic devices [13,19]. The transport mechanism
behind these stacked laminates stems from the tortuous diffusion pathways that gas molecules have to
take in order to permeate through the laminates (Figure 3a). Undoubtedly, the most immediate impact is
on the gas permeability. This is because the transport mechanism through the laminate is more often
than not governed by a solution-diffusion mechanism where permeability is a function of solubility and
diffusivity. As the thickness of the laminates increases, the diffusion pathway gets longer and more
extended. For this reason, CO2 diffusivity decreases and the difference in solubility and diffusivity
between CO2 and CH4 is magnified. The CO2/CH4 selectivity, therefore, gets elevated but at the expense
of the CO2 permeability.

The thickness of GO-based stacked laminates is one of the most crucial criteria for making
a defect-free continuous film. In this regard, thicker laminates are better as they are not only more
processable from the membrane fabrication standpoint but defects arising from incomplete coverage of
GO nanosheets can be rectified by increasing the thickness. Also, thicker laminates are easier to handle
and manage. Hence, GO-based stacked laminates can be readily adopted as barrier films. For application
as selective membranes, the use of thicker laminates is usually accompanied by a compromised gas
permeability, including CO2. Researchers have sought several strategies to overcome this drawback,
which include using porous (holey) graphene nanosheets to facilitate a more direct CO2 transport
(Figure 3b), chemical functionalization to increase the affinity for CO2 (Figure 3c) and intercalation by
spacers to increase the interlayer spacing between the GO nanosheets (Figure 3d) [5,40,41]. To this end,
the most commonly used spacers include ionic liquids, various ions (such as metal and borate ions),
as well as a multitude of CO2-philic amine-based crosslinkers [5,33,42–44].
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Figure 3. Graphene-based stacked laminates as membranes using (a) pristine graphene oxide (GO)
nanosheets with an extensive and tortuous diffusion pathway, (b) porous (holey) GO nanosheets
with a more direct carbon dioxide (CO2) transport through the pores, (c) chemically functionalized
GO nanosheets with a stronger affinity towards CO2 molecules, leading to a facilitated transport,
and (d) intercalated GO nanosheets with enlarged interlayer spacing and lower membrane resistance
for CO2 diffusion.

3.1. Challenges

Currently, commercial polymeric membranes for CO2/CH4 separation comes in two configurations:
(1) flat-sheet in spiral-wound membrane modules, and (2) hollow fiber in hollow fiber membrane
modules. Spiral wound modules based on cellulose acetate flat-sheet membranes from UOP Separex™
have been around for more than 25 years, while other companies, such as Cameron and Ube Industries
in Japan, produce cellulose triacetate and polyimide hollow fiber membranes, respectively, for CO2/CH4

separation [45]. Hollow fibers membranes are widely used for industrial gas separation membranes [15],
especially for high-pressure separation, such as natural gas sweetening, owing to their high packing
density, large membrane surface area per module and relatively lower module production costs [46].
On the other hand, spiral-wound flat-sheet membranes are more commonly used in low-pressure or
vacuum-driven gas separation [46]. However, to date, GO-based stacked laminates are only often
demonstrated as flat-sheet membranes with reason plausibly attributed to the ease of membrane
fabrications and performance evaluations. Reports on GO-based stacked laminates are, in comparison,
more limited. Hence, there exists a gap between current academic pursue and industrial needs, making
technology transfer and commercialization less straightforward. Owing to the large membrane surface
area particularly for hollow fiber membranes, a larger quantity of graphene-based materials is also
needed to produce GO- or graphene-based stacked laminates at a mass production level. This means
that the cost of producing GO-based stacked laminates as gas separation membranes will become less
competitive. While we foresee that the production cost is much lower than nanoporous single-layer
CVD graphene membranes, it is likely to stay higher as compared to the mixed-matrix membrane
design and definitely more costly than current polymeric membranes [11]. The question, therefore, lies
in whether the higher CO2/CH4 separation performances are worth the additional capital investment
on these graphene-based laminates.

3.2. Perspectives

To fill the technological gap, we contend that research efforts should focus on graphene-based
stacked laminates that have greater potential for practical large-scale membrane applications.
Specifically, graphene-based stacked laminates with good scalability and processability must be
given closer attention. These include flat-sheet graphene-based stacked laminates that are prepared
by shear-alignment (or commonly known as doctor-blade technique) and spray-coating techniques,
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as well as dip-coated hollow fiber graphene-based stacked laminates. As compared to vacuum-
and pressure-assisted filtration techniques which are widely adopted by the academia, stacked
laminates prepared from these techniques have greater relevance as they are more commonly used
by the membrane industry. Hence, to ensure effective implementation of graphene-based stacked
laminates, we propose to strengthen the efforts in the following five key initiatives. First, future
endeavors should move from current lab-scale prototypes to large-scale demonstrations. In recent
years, GO-based stacked laminates fabrications are progressively moving from tenth to thousandth
of square centimeters by using the aforementioned techniques [11,13,38,47]. This looks promising
given that the current scale of effective membrane area is now able to support pilot-plant studies.
Second, with successful large-scale demonstrations, the stacked laminate membrane design must then
be optimized to maximize its CO2/CH4 separation performances. This includes optimizing the lateral
dimension of the graphene-based materials used, the thickness of the laminates, as well as the choice
of substrates. Also, for laminates which utilized chemical functionalization and spacer intercalation to
enhance the CO2 permeability, it is necessary to optimize the extent of functionalization and loading
of the intercalated spacers to tune the interlayer spacing between the graphene sheets, as well as
for processability of the laminates and defect control. Third, creating a deeper understanding of the
membrane stability and long-term separation performances of graphene-based stacked laminates
is critical. In particular, biogas and natural gas contain water vapor and impurity gases, such as
H2S [4,48]. As such, we expect graphene-based stacked laminates, especially the GO-based ones,
to show detrimental effects on the long-term stability given that the oxygen-containing functional groups
can interact readily with the water vapor and H2S to induce competitive sorption and plasticization
effect [16,49]. Fourth, developing more effective techniques to realize hollow fiber graphene-based
stacked laminates will be instrumental in improving the marketability and adoption of the membranes
for CO2/CH4 separation. Last but not least, there is a need to retrofit graphene-based stacked laminates
processing into existing polymeric membrane fabrication manufacturing to produce a continuous
production line. Without progress made in any of these initiatives, graphene-based stacked laminates
for CO2/CH4 separation is likely to receive poor commercial acceptance by the industry.

Beyond the technological aspects, increasing efforts to provide comprehensive techno-economic
analyses of graphene-based stacked laminates are absolutely essential. This is because, despite the
higher CO2/CH4 separation performances offered by the stacked laminates, they come at an extra cost.
Hence, it is necessary to further ascertain the true impact of using graphene-based stacked laminates
both from the process design and return on investment perspective. For example, Baker proposed that
if the membrane performance was raised to a CO2 permeance of 100 GPU and CO2/CH4 selectivity of
40 as compared to the ~50 GPU and ~15 selectivity of current standard cellulose acetate membrane,
it is hypothetically feasible to achieve a reduction in the membrane area, compressor loading, and CH4

loss through the permeate of up to 75%, which can potentially be translated to savings in the process
design [50]. Further, Scholz analyzed that it is possible to create a higher annual profit and lower
upgrading cost by using a high-performance membrane for a biogas upgrading plant of capacity
150 N m3 h−1. Specifically, an annual profit increment and upgrading cost savings of 8% and 86%,
respectively, can be expected when membrane selectivity increased from 20 to 60, assuming the same
CO2 permeance of 60 GPU [51]. To date, such techno-economic studies on graphene-based stacked
laminates are rather limited. It is, therefore, very difficult to judge the true potential of graphene-based
stacked laminates for CO2/CH4 separation just by considering the high separation performances.

4. Mixed-Matrix Membranes

Among the different types of graphene-based membranes for CO2/CH4 separation discussed
herein, the mixed-matrix membrane design is the most functional and possesses the greatest commercial
potential [52]. Mixed-matrix membranes are defined when a solid phase filler material is added into
a continuous matrix of polymer phase [53]. In this context, the graphene-based materials serve as
the filler materials. The rationale of doing so is to utilize the key attributes of the graphene-based
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materials to engineer the transport properties of the polymer matrix. As already mentioned in the
Introduction, the key attributes of graphene-based materials are their 2D morphologies and tunable
physicochemical properties.

The role of graphene-based materials in a mixed-matrix design is slightly different from the stacked
laminates. At low loadings, the graphene-based materials capitalize on their well-defined interlayer
spacing as low resistance nanochannels for diffusion of the smaller CO2 molecules. Comparatively,
the slightly larger CH4 molecules are unable to gain access into the interlayer spacing and are forced
to diffuse around the graphene-based fillers and through the polymer matrix with higher transport
resistance (Figure 4a). For example, Shen et al. prepared a polyether block amide (PEBA) mixed-matrix
membrane containing 0.1 wt% GO nanosheets and reportedly observed a 100% enhancement in CO2

permeability without compromising on the CO2/CH4 selectivity (Table 1) [54]. At high loadings,
however, the graphene-based fillers play a role that is similar to that of the stacked laminates. This was
demonstrated by Li et al. who prepared a poly(amide-6-b-ethylene oxide) (Pebax)-based mixed-matrix
membrane incorporated with 10 wt% polyethylene glycol- and polyethyleneimine-functionalized GO
(PEG-PEI-GO) nanosheets [55]. Accordingly, the high-aspect-ratio of the GO nanosheets generated
a tortuous pathway, which favored the diffusion of smaller CO2 molecules at a lower transport
resistance as compared to the larger CH4 molecules. This result was exemplified by the higher
CO2/CH4 diffusivity selectivity when PEG-PEI-GO was incorporated.

Another key highlight of the work by Li et al. [55] was the chemical functionalization of GO
nanosheets. Chemical functionalization was used in this case to afford an intimate interfacial gap
between the GO nanosheets and the Pebax matrix, making the mixed-matrix membrane defect-free.
Intrinsically, pristine GO nanosheets already possess hydrophilic oxygen-containing functional groups,
such as hydroxyl and carboxyl groups, that are compatible with a number of polymer matrices, including
Pebax. To further strengthen their capacity to create an ideal interfacial gap for a multitude of other
polymer matrices, grafting GO nanosheets with amine- and amino-based functional groups has become
a widely adopted strategy [5,55,56]. This strategy not only improves the compatibility at the GO/polymer
interface but the amine- and amino-based groups also increase the CO2 affinity, leading to an enhanced
CO2 permeability without compromising on the CO2/CH4 selectivity. Essentially, such merits are only
realizable owing to the tunable physicochemical properties of the graphene-based materials.

Apart from enhancing the CO2/CH4 separation performances, graphene-based materials are also
well-known for their good mechanical properties [57]. Critically, their use as fillers in mixed-matrix
membranes can help to enhance the mechanical properties of the membranes. For example, Li et al.
added 10 wt% loading of GO nanosheets in a Matrimid® matrix to demonstrate a >100% increment
in Young’s modulus of the membrane [58]. Similarly, in another work, a 5 wt% loading of GO
nanosheets in a 4,4′-oxydiphthalic anhydride-2,4,6-trimethyl-m-phenylenediamine (ODPA-TMPDA)
polymer matrix was also able to produce improved tensile strength and Young’s modulus by 17% and
3%, respectively [59]. Furthermore, in both works, dual fillers were exploited to create a synergistic
effect in the separation performances of the membranes. The ability of GO nanosheets to elevate
the mechanical properties of the mixed-matrix membranes, therefore, helps to modulate the drop
in the mechanical properties caused by the second filler. As an illustration, 10 wt% ZIF-8 was added
to the ODPA-TMPDA membrane and found to reduce the tensile strength and Young’s modulus
of the membrane by 11% and 8%, respectively. With the incorporation of 5 wt% GO nanosheets
alongside 10 wt% loading of ZIF-8, the tensile strength and Young’s modulus not only reverted to that
of the unfilled ODPA-TMPDA membrane but also slightly improved by 9% and 1%, respectively [59].
Here, it is noteworthy to highlight that the optimal loading of GO nanosheets is polymer- and
application-specific. There is no strong indication to suggest a ubiquitously optimal filler loading as
evidenced by mixed-matrix membranes of graphene-based or other 2D-layered materials for a variety
of applications [60–62]. However, one thing for sure is that as the loading of GO nanosheets gets
higher, there runs a higher risk of defective membrane formation as a result of increased difficulties
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in dispersing the GO nanosheets. This generally will lead to increased agglomeration of the GO fillers,
in which the extent depends on the solvent systems used in the polymer dope solutions.

4.1. Challenges

Compared to the other membrane designed discussed in this article, one of the competitive
advantages of graphene-based mixed-matrix membranes is the easy retrofitting and more
scalable fabrications given minimal adaptation needed for existing polymer membrane production.
Also, mixed-matrix membranes are more cost-competitive as compared to graphene-based stacked
laminates due to the smaller amount of graphene-based materials needed, as well as greater reliability
in terms of mechanical properties and membrane performances given that the membranes comprise
primarily of polymeric materials. Despite that, there are some uncertainties regarding the prospects
of graphene-based mixed-matrix membranes for CO2/CH4 separation. First, there are limited
number of studies on the fabrication of graphene-based hollow fiber mixed-matrix membranes.
Among the 32 graphene-based mixed-matrix membranes reviewed thus far (Table 1), only one
study by Zahri and coworkers was reported in hollow fiber configurations [63]. Hence, the impact
of the graphene-based mixed-matrix membrane design on real industrial application remains
unknown. Second, graphene-based materials employed in mixed-matrix membranes appear more
useful in elevating the CO2/CH4 selectivity of the membranes rather than enhancing the CO2

permeability. Statistically speaking, among the reviewed membranes, only 66% of them exhibited
a positive permeability enhancement, while 81% of them gave a positive selectivity enhancement
(Table 1). In addition, there exist conflicting results in the separation performances. For example,
Li et al. demonstrated a 107% enhancement in the CO2/CH4 selectivity when 10 wt% of GO was
loaded into a Matrimid® matrix [58]. However, Castarlenas and coworkers showed otherwise with
a 36% decrease in the selectivity when 8 wt% loading of GO was used instead (Table 1) [64]. Hence,
there is a need to better understand the role of graphene-based materials and the desirable attributes
which they can offer. At this point, we would like to highlight that performance enhancements
greater than 100% are not uncommon in the literature. This simply means that the performances are
enhanced greater than two times as compared to the unfilled membranes. Third, there is a lack of
effective benchmarking of the filler materials for mixed-matrix membranes. Currently, the Robeson
upper bound is the benchmark used to evaluate membrane performances (Figure 4a). There are
other self-proclaimed upper bounds that were redefined by next-generation materials, composite and
mixed-matrix membranes [65]. However, to date, the 2008 upper bound for polymeric membranes
remains the most robustly examined upper bound and so is officially recognized as the gold standard.
Exceeding the upper bound has since become the holy grail of the academia. This upper bound
was initially defined for polymeric membranes only and, except for the seemingly good separation
performances, transcending the upper bound does not really tell more about the quality of the filler
materials [5]. Hence, we contend that there is a need to supplement the Robeson upper bound with
a more specific benchmark that is targeted at mixed-matrix membranes (see reference [5] for our
previous arguments).
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Table 1. A summary of the carbon dioxide (CO2)/methane gas (CH4) separation performance of graphene-based mixed-matrix membranes in the literature.

Filler Polymer Matrix
Filler

Loading
(wt%)

Separation Performance

Ref.
Testing

Condition P(CO2)
(barrer)

Permeability
Enhancement

(%) a
α(CO2/CH4)

Selectivity
Enhancement

(%) a
Findex value

Pres.
(bar)

Temp.
(◦C)

Nonfunctionalized
graphene PDMS 0.5 1.1 37 4460 47.68 4.2 16.67 0.80 [66]

GO PDMS 1 10 35 2429.76 −40.69 3.58 17.6 −0.10 [67]
GO PDMS 8 10.1 35 142.22 −60.00 9.40 209.90 2.07 [68]
GO Pebax 1657 1 3 25 100.00 102.06 24.66 14.42 1.06 [54]
PEI-PEG-GO Pebax 1657 10 2 30 145.00 76.83 24.0 26.32 1.19 [55]
PEI-PEG-GO Pebax 1657 10 2 30 1330.00 170.87 45.0 136.84 3.27 [55]
Im-GO Pebax 1657 0.8 4 25 64.00 3.56 25.10 −3.83 −0.07 [69]
Few-layer graphene PIM-1 0.00096 1 25 12700 148.05 8.76 −41.84 −0.52 [70]
Few-layer graphene PIM-1 0.0071 1 25 3410 33.40 21.31 41.53 1.20 [70]
Few-layer graphene PIM-1 (200-day aging) 0.00096 1 25 9240 151.77 9.43 −48.62 −0.83 [70]
GO Matrimid® 0.5 0.5 26 76.00 −49.33 21.71 21.6 −0.16 [71]
GO Matrimid® 2 2 30 11.73 32.69 48.83 43.62 1.24 [58]
GO Matrimid® 10 2 30 6.46 −26.92 70.30 106.76 1.60 [58]
MWCNT/GO (1:1) Matrimid® 10 2 30 38.07 330.66 84.60 148.82 3.86 [58]
Graphene Matrimid® 10 2 30 9.89 b 20.76 20.16 −28.6 −0.70 [58]
MWCNT/GO (1:1) Matrimid® 10 2 30 35.43 b 332.60 78.57 178.12 4.16 [58]
GO PEO-PBTP 0.075 0.5 25 130.00 −13.33 21.70 21.5 0.37 [71]
GO PEO-PBTP/PAN 0.075 0.5 25 603.07 c

−25.00 21.71 18.4 0.16 [71]
GO PEO-PBTP/PAN 0.5 0.5 25 241.23 c

−70.00 21.29 16.1 −0.81 [71]
GO Matrimid® 8 3.4 35 3.89 −47.07 20.50 −36.34 −1.83 [72]
GO PSF 8 3.4 35 2.98 −51.70 16.67 −45.34 −2.32 [72]
MWCNT/GO nanoribbons PI 1 1 35 17 13.3 25.0 92.3 1.85 [73]
Da-Cys-GO SPEEK 8 1.5 25 22.26 43.87 48.8 82.77 1.95 [56]
Da-Cys-GO SPEEK 8 1 25 1247.60 120.70 81.8 207.52 3.75 [56]
Da-Cys-GO SPEEK 8 1 25 1227.00 b 117.05 80.7 203.38 3.70 [56]
GO ODPA-TMPDA 5 1 25 98.51 d 7.49 41.10 29.58 0.76 [59]
ZIF-8/GO (1:2) ODPA-TMPDA 5 1 25 146.57 d 60.00 40.92 29.01 1.14 [59]
GO Matrimid® 10 1 25 7.28 d –27.38 45.61 24.20 0.25 [74]
NiDOBDC/GO (1:1) Matrimid® 10 1 25 10.34 d 3.57 49.93 35.97 0.85 [74]
Graphene PSF 0 5 25 86.80 c 34.64 25.98 35.31 1.09 [63]
GO Pebax 0.25 5 35 8.44 c –21.92 13.89 83.00 1.35 [14]
GO Pebax/PEG (1/1) 0.25 5 35 11.98 c 10.82 14.02 84.72 1.72 [14]

PEI: polyethyleneimine, PEG: polyethylene glycol; Im: imidazole; MWCNT: multi-walled carbon nanotube; Da: dopamine; Cys: cysteine; PDMS: polydimethylsiloxane; Pebax:
poly(amide-6-b-ethylene oxide); PEO-PBTP: poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(butylene terephthalate); PSf: polysulfone; PI: polyimide; SPEEK: sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone); ODPA-TMPDA:
4,4′-oxydiphthalic anhydride-2,4,6-trimethyl-m-phenylenediamine; PAN: polyacrylonitrile. a Permeability enhancements are calculated by taking the difference between the permeability
of the mixed-matrix membranes and unfilled membranes divided by the permeability of the unfilled membranes and converting the values as percentages. The same method was also
applied for selectivity enhancements. b Performance evaluated under CO2/CH4 mixed gas feed of 30/70 CO2/CH4. c Asymmetric membranes with P(CO2) reported as permeance with
units of GPU. d Performance evaluated under CO2/CH4 mixed gas feed of 50/50 CO2/CH4.
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4.2. Perspectives

To address the above challenges, our group had recently derived an empirical filler enhancement
index known as the Findex to offer a new approach in quantifying and evaluating the effectiveness of
filler materials in the mixed-matrix membranes (see Reference [5] for the full derivation of the Findex).
This is realized by normalizing the CO2 permeability and CO2/CH4 selectivity of the mixed-matrix
membrane by the unfilled polymeric membrane. As a result, the effect brought by the polymer matrix
is decoupled to better illuminate the impact brought by the filler materials. The Findex is defined
as follows:

Findex = ln
(Pcomposite

Pun f illed

)
+ 2.636ln

(
αcomposite

αun f illed

)
, (1)

where Pcomposite and Punfilled, in this context, refer to the CO2 permeability of the graphene-based
mixed-matrix and unfilled membranes, respectively. The αcomposite and αunfilled refer to the CO2/CH4

selectivity of the graphene-based mixed-matrix membranes and unfilled membranes, respectively.
The Findex is a composite metric which encompasses both the permeability and selectivity

enhancement terms, making comparison of the effectiveness of graphene-based fillers more accurate,
holistic and straightforward. For example, when 0.25 wt% of GO nanosheets were incorporated
into a Pebax matrix, the CO2 permeability decreased by 22% but the selectivity was enhanced by
83% [14]. But, when 0.8 wt% of imidazole-functionalized GO (Im-GO) nanosheets were incorporated
into the Pebax matrix, the CO2 permeability instead increased, while the selectivity decreased by 4%,
respectively [69]. Here, to judge that the GO nanosheets were more effective than the Im-GO or vice
versa was rather contentious. This is because there is a need to grapple with two terms and this has
made effectiveness evaluation of graphene-based filler sometimes contradicting. With Findex, however,
such controversy is non-existent. By integrating the two terms into one single rating, the metric and
thus filler effectiveness evaluation is easier to understand and implement. In this case, GO nanosheets
scored a Findex value of 1.35, while Im-GO nanosheets had a value of −0.07, making GO a more effective
filler than Im-GO for the Pebax matrix. The Findex is also formulated to give a stronger emphasis on
the selectivity enhancement by amplifying the term with an enhancement coefficient of 2.636, which is
the upper bound slope of the 2008 CO2/CH4 Robeson plot [75]. This is to recognize filler materials that
have the capacity to enhance the CO2/CH4 selectivity. At the same time, through emphasizing the
selectivity enhancement, we can discredit filler materials that enhance gas permeability at the expense
of membrane selectivity, which is commonly associated with membrane defects or nonidealities
formation. Furthermore, with the integration of the enhancement coefficient, the Findex is demonstrated
to be accurate and reliable as evidenced by its ability to identify the top 20 filler materials out of
a database with 470 sample size (Figure 4b–d and see reference [5]). However, the Findex is yet to
be perfected [5]. For example, critical qualities including polymer/filler compatibilities, mechanical
properties, physical aging effects should ideally be taken into account [76–78]. But, unlike separation
performance data which are fervently documented, data of these qualities are scarce and hard to
quantify, making the feat of perfecting the Findex challenging.

In the process of developing the Findex, the Findex values were also empirically categorized into
five different labels to give meaningful interpretations of the fillers. The filler labels, namely, (1) ideal,
(2) exemplary, (3) competent, (4) moderate, and (5) inadequate, were created to cover Findex values of
>8.00, 8.00–4.00, 4.00–1.50, 1.50–0.00, and <0.00, respectively. To date, no filler has achieved the highest
accolade of the ideal label [5]. Among the surveyed graphene-based fillers, 31% of them achieved
a label of either exemplary or competent, while 41% and 28% achieved a moderate and inadequate
label, respectively. These accomplishments are slightly less stellar than the metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs), which are also prominently used as fillers in mixed-matrix membranes [5]. Among the
148 MOF fillers surveyed thus far [5], 36% of them has a label of either exemplary or competent and
51% obtain a moderate label. Only 13% of the MOFs is labelled inadequate. Although the figures are
less compelling, we believe that graphene-based fillers can add value in their own ways. One of them is
to utilize the 2D morphology of graphene-based fillers to enhance the membrane selectivity polymeric
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matrices with high intrinsic permeability. Typically, one of the drawbacks of polymers with high
intrinsic permeability, such as PIM-1 and 6FDA-based polymers, is the low CO2/CH4 selectivity [79].
By using graphene-based fillers to enhance the selectivity while sacrificing the CO2 permeability to
a limited extent, it will be easier to realize high-performance mixed-matrix membranes that surpass
the 2008 Robeson upper bound.

In this respect, we foresee that the Findex will be able to empower researchers with higher
competencies in making data-driven decisions for designing mixed-matrix membranes. Explicitly,
this entails leveraging the Findex values of specific graphene-based materials to help match with suitable
polymer matrices of the right intrinsic separation performances so as to elicit the ideal polymer/filler pair
that best optimize the performances of the mixed-matrix membranes. Furthermore, with this ability to
align graphene-based filler materials with polymer matrices, it will also help accelerate the translation of
flat-sheet to hollow fiber graphene-based mixed-matrix membranes, as well as the development of more
complex membrane designs, such as the thin-film nanocomposite membranes where graphene-based
materials are incorporated into the thin selective layer of the membranes (Figure 4e), and which is of
particular interest. We believe that by strategically optimizing membrane design from a data-driven
approach, high-performance graphene-based thin-film nanocomposite membranes, especially those
in the hollow fiber configuration, can be realized. This will be a game-changer, considering that the
amount of graphene-based materials used will be relatively lower than the mixed-matrix membranes
and this will give a low-cost competitive advantage over all the other membrane designs discussed
in this article [80].

Figure 4. (a) CO2/CH4 Robeson plot showing the prior upper bound (1991) and the present upper
bound (2008) with a slope of –2.636. Adapted from Reference [75]. (b) The performance plot of
470 filler materials surveyed to date, showing their selectivity enhancement as a function of their
permeability enhancement. (c) Top 20 fillers selected based on their permeability and selectivity
enhancements. (d) Top 20 fillers selected based on their Findex values with outstanding performance
enhancements accurately singled out from Figure 4b. Adapted from Reference [5]. (e) Schematic
illustration of the graphene-based thin-film nanocomposite membranes with both flat-sheet and hollow
fiber configurations. Creative Commons license CC BY 4.0.

5. Conclusions

In this short paper, we have provided a succinct summary of the current status of nanoporous
single-layer graphene, few- to multi-layer graphene-based stacked laminates, and mixed-matrix
membranes with an emphasis towards CO2/CH4 separation. Notably, the major challenges faced
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by each membrane design, as well as key insights and proposed solutions, are put into perspective.
In essence, nanoporous single-layer graphene membranes boast the highest separation performances,
owing to the monoatomic thickness, and thus they have the lowest conceptual transport resistance
of a single-layer graphene. However, the low scalability and high cost of production will continue
to plague this type of membrane design. Few- to multi-layer graphene-based stacked laminates as
membranes for CO2/CH4 separation appear to be more technically scalable and exhibit reasonably good
performances. Yet, the cost of production is likely to remain higher than mixed-matrix and current
polymeric membranes. Also, literature reports are scarce in terms of the hollow fiber stacked laminates
aimed at CO2/CH4 separation, rendering the relevance and feasibility of this membrane design for
industrial application indefinite. At present, graphene-based mixed-matrix membranes, including the
hollow fiber membrane configuration, have the highest commercial value given the relative ease of
fabrication and scalability potential. The challenge lies in deepening our understanding of the real
impact brought by the graphene-based materials and how to realize optimized mixed-matrix membranes
by matching the right polymer matrix to the graphene-based material to achieve maximized separation
performances. For this purpose, we recommend a data-driven approach using a newly developed
Findex to help enhance decision-making competencies of researchers, as well as to use it as a benchmark
to complement the current Robeson upper bound. Overall, from a big picture standpoint, we map out
the current technology landscape of graphene-based membranes from three aspects: (1) separation
performance enhancement, (2) commercial viability that includes scalability and mechanical robustness,
as well as industrial relevance, and (3) production cost (Figure 5). Apparently, nanoporous single-layer
graphene stands at the top of the plot, while conventional polymeric membranes take the opposite
end. Graphene-based stacked laminates are likely to be in the center of the plot given the higher
technical difficulties in large-scale fabrications and the lack of rigorous techno-economic analysis.
Obviously, mixed-matrix and thin-film nanocomposite membranes are positioned in between the
stacked laminates and conventional polymeric membranes (Figure 5). Pushing beyond these efforts,
we believe that optimizing graphene-based mixed-matrix and thin-film nanocomposite membranes
(in particular hollow fiber membranes) by leveraging data analytics will not only open up more
compelling opportunities to elevate membrane-based CO2/CH4 separation but also reduce risk to
a level that is appealing to the industry and for ensuring commercial success.

Figure 5. A projected outlook of graphene-based membranes for CO2/CH4 separation.
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